## English Overview

**Unit 7 Comparing texts.**
In this unit students will listen to read, view and analyse literary and informative test based on the same subject. Students will also explore and evaluate how topics and messages are conveyed through both literary and informative texts.

**Unit 8 Transforming a text.**
In this unit, students will read and compare literary and informative texts such as information text and websites, which deal with a sustainability issues. Then students will transform an informative text into a literary text for younger audiences.

## Maths Overview

**Unit 7** – In this unit students apply a variety of mathematical concepts in real-life, lifelike and purely mathematical situations. Data interpretation, number and place value, Chance/ frequency as well as Patterns and Algebra

**Unit 8** – In this unit students apply a variety of mathematical concepts in real-life, lifelike and purely mathematical situations. Measurement and statistics, fractions and decimals, Units of measurement and location and transformation.

## Geography Overview

**Unit 2** – In this unit students will investigate the inquiry questions identified from the Australian curriculum. What are Australia’s global connections between people and places? How do people’s connections to places affect their perception of them?

## Science Overview

**Unit 4** - In this unit students will be exploring the environmental conditions that effect the growth and survival of living things. Students will be also conducting experiments on plant growth and recording observations.

**Art for term 4:** Students will be experimenting with different types of mediums and exploring a variety of different subject matter.